
Robert Smith 
Shoe Salesman/Analyst

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Experience in performing numerous cycle counts and audits. Have used 
several handheld scanning devices to store information. 

WORK EXPERIENCE

Shoe Salesman/Analyst
ABC Corporation -   May 2006 – May 2007 

Responsibilities:

 Scanned and created barcode labels with laser scanners for 
merchandise markdowns.

 Inspected merchandise if not saleable and needed to be repaired.
 Checked the sales floor for trip hazards of any kind to help maintain a 

safe working environment for customers and work staff.
 Performed stock work shift and broke down boxes with box cutters.
 Verified audit counts by counting manually to verify according to the 

number scanned.
 Counted large sums of money and closed the register once a week.
 Performed night cleanup duties consisting of taking out the trash, 

vacuuming.

Shoe Salesman
Delta Corporation -   2002 – 2006 

Responsibilities:

 Explaining to customers the benefits of certain shoe brands to help 
them find a shoe perfect to them, cleaning and organizing stock room.

 Greet customers; Ask if assistance is needed; Give recommendations on
what customer is looking for; Handle checkout; Operate register; .

 Skills Used customer service, computer operations, labor work.
 Delivery Prepared food per customer orders Delivered orders in a timely

manner Adhered to sanitary safety regulations.
 Exceptional understanding of counting, inspecting and checking in 

merchandise Outstandingly vigilant in applying sensor devices to 
merchandise as .

 Kalispell, Montana I would help customers find the right shoe for any 
occasion or gift.

 Would help them find their correct shoe size.

Education

- (Flour Bluff High School Corpus Christi - Corpus Christi, TX)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Adobe Reader Acrobat, 
Printers, Handheld 
Scanners.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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